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Objective/Learning Target:  

Students will be able to interpret the tone of a poem as it 
shifts meaning from literal to figurative/figurative to literal.



Success Starter: Activating Prior Knowledge

On a sheet of paper, write down everything you know 
(learned in school or on your own) about the American 
author, Edgar Allan Poe. Besides recalling what you know 
about his life, write down stories and poems that you have 
read before, or at least have heard about. Come up with as 
much as you can to write about!



Success Starter Part 2: Activating Prior Knowledge

Next, watch this short TED Ed animation about Poe. What did 
you already know from the video? What new information did 
you learn? Add these to the same paper for notes from the 
previous slide.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8lgg-pVjOok


Poem: The Bells by Edgar Allan Poe

Read this poem out loud (to yourself, or to someone else). 
Read with as much energy and enthusiasm as you can! (It’s 
worth it! The poem is written for it). On your sheet of paper, 
write down words the help create tone for The Bells. 

What words did you write down? How do they contribute to 
the tone, or tones, of the poem?

https://poets.org/poem/bells
https://poets.org/poem/bells


Poem: The Bells by Edgar Allan Poe

Reflect on the poem. Make a copy of this Google Doc to 
complete a closer re-reading of the poem by identifying the 
tone of each stanza. List evidence from the text (of each 
stanza) that support your choice of tone for each stanza. 

https://poets.org/poem/bells
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ZVI3G6ya7txmxMRUfgQJ3i1VGXKex3esOX_dF6SPFiw/edit?usp=sharing


Practice writing prompt - From the analysis/commentary 
section of the graphic organizer:

Choose two of the four stanzas to write about in great detail. 
Develop a paragraph that analyzes Poe’s use of contrasting tone. 
Describe how Poe’s use of different tones heightens the meaning 
of the poem. 



Practice writing prompt 
[Written response sample]
“The Bells” by Edgar Allan Poe is a reflection of the sounds bells can make, and the 
emotions of each sound as one moves through the various phases of life. This poem 
serves as a guide to these contrasting phases of life, from the seemingly invincibility 
of being young, to the painful humility of growing older. Fear and uncertainty in tone 
gain emphasis as the reader moves closer and closer to the end of the poem. Each 
stanza also mirrors the changing of the seasons, starting in the spring and concluding 
in the winter. 



Reflection & Self-assessment

Take this quiz about the poem. Check your answers after you are 
finished. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1E1My7nJtCvkiE8-V5XV1759HGNVsVxPc/view?usp=sharing


Additional Resources:

Audio recording of The Bells with illustrations

Webinar that covers the poetry material of the course and 
exam.

Tone Words: Word Wheel 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CZja6p7ROrM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tiV5v2c6T6Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tiV5v2c6T6Q
https://verbalistseducation.com/2016/01/10/see-the-magical-vocab-wheel-that-will-help-you-find-the-perfect-word-to-express-your-feelings/

